
Listed as one of “The Most Anticipated Books of 2014” by The Millions, Flavorwire, and Buzzfeed
Named one of “The Best Short Story Collections of the 21st Century” by Powell’s

The Rumpus Book Club Selection
Named a “Galley to Grab” at BEA by Publishers Weekly

Highlighted as a Winter Institute pick by Publishers Weekly and Shelf Awareness
Page One feature at Poets & Writers

“Kyle Minor wants you to know that Praying Drunk is not actually, or only, a collection. In the 
epigraph, he warns: “These stories are meant to be read in order. This is a book, not just a collection. 
DON’T SKIP AROUND.’ Minor is right to insist. The stories may span decades as they move from 
Kentucky to Haiti and points between, but they work in concert to slowly reveal the landscape of 
an emotionally desolate quasi-America sinking under the weight of its own faith. . . . Minor writes 
beautifully about these ruined lives.”

—New York Times Book Review

“An award-winning short fiction author offers twelve stories so ripe with realism as to suggest a 
roman à clef. . . . This brilliant collection unfolds around a fractured narrative of faith and friends 
and family, loved and lost.”

—Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review

“To read Praying Drunk is to open yourself up to the type of rumination that some might be afraid of: namely, 
how can anyone have faith when humans do so much to distort godliness?. . . . The collection acts as a crisis of 
faith in a part of America that is steeped in faith. How does it feel for a former preacher to wander a landscape 
of the devout? Melancholy, to be sure. The beauty of Praying Drunk, though, is that it transcends suffering to 
evoke the sublime.”

—L.A. Times

“The collection’s masterpiece, the novella “In a Distant Country,” works in epistolary style through a 
wide array of correspondents. All are connected somehow to a troubled Baptist mission in Haiti, and 
their community portrait, thanks to Minor’s ventriloquism, achieves tragic stature. . . . [a] grim yet terrific 
collection.”

—Boston Globe

“Praying Drunk is ostensibly a collection of stories—but a disclaimer on the first page warns against 
reading out of order, or sampling your way through. That’s because nothing here is contained, the way a 
hit single on a record stands alone—characters recur, themes and forms are deepened and visited again, 
moments glimpsed earlier come back with haunting force. These stories refuse to stay inside themselves.”

—The Atlantic
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What Critics Have to Say About

Praying Drunk
Stories by Kyle Minor



“Similar to a great magic trick, the 13 stories in Minor’s latest lure reader investment with 
strong visuals while simultaneously pulling the rug out from underfoot with cleve, literary 
sleights-of-hand. . . and the result is an often dazzling, emotional, funny, captivating puzzle. . 
. . The ideas of trust and faith run deep, and these emotions bleed throughout the collection, 
particularly in the narratives concerning a character akin to the author, who frets over his 
musician brother  (in “There Is Nothing but Sadness in Nashville”), his dying grandmother, 
(in “First, the Teeth), and his own convictions.”

—Publishers Weekly

“Fittingly, some of the most marvelous moments in this collection are shaped more like sharp memories 
than full-on stories, like “First, The Teeth,” in which the narrator visits his dying grandfather in the 
hospital and struggles to paste in his false teeth. . . . The lesson is clear: the habits the mind takes up long 
outlive memories of the experiences that built those habits in the first place. Better pray.”

—The Daily Beast

“[T]his is not just a collection of stories. It is a performance — a reckoning, really — taking the facts 
of a life through the permutations of narrative in one form and then another until they make a sort of 
sense or at least a good story. “

—Minneapolis Star-Tribune

“Before the clock strikes midnight to close the book on 2013, we’re going to make the prediction that 
2014 will be the year when literary folk won’t be able to stop talking about Kyle Minor’s masterfully 
written collection of stories.”

—Flavorwire

“The genius of Kyle Minor’s fiction—and there’s no other word for it—finds its clearest expression 
after we’ve put his story down and are left alone with our own spiraling thoughts. His new collection, 
Praying Drunk, raises any number of enormous questions about human nature and the possibility, 
however remote, of understanding the divine. It’s a book that demands several hours of quiet 
contemplation after one has finished reading it.”

—Tin House

“In Praying Drunk, Kyle Minor delivers again and again. Not only is each individual story in his 
second collection filled with wit, intelligence, and strong emotion, but every story in the book also 
connects somehow to every other, repeating and recasting not just ideas and themes but also events 
and characters and especially locales, the settings that host Kyle Minor’s obsessions: Florida, Ohio, 
Kentucky, Haiti.”

—The Believer

“Praying Drunk plays out like a concept album for which someone has pondered the arrangement of 
tracks and how certain tonal or thematic patterns surface, submerge, and reappear. . . . epic barnstormers, 
minor-key ballads . . . . a commandingly raw, poetic voice.””

—Bookforum

“Sublime.”
—The Rumpus
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“As a jealous and deeply insecure writer, I wish I didn’t have to report that these stories are enviably 
brilliant. But sadly, this is the fact of the matter. Kyle Minor has elevated the short story collection 
for me.”

—LA Review of Books

“Building on the critical success of In the Devil’s Territory, Kyle Minor’s latest is a dark collection of 
intelligent stories that will break your heart over and over again. A mix of Southern gothic, crime, and 
horror — all with a literary bent — Minor knows that our morality is not black and white, but shades 
of gray, and that our actions are often questionable.”

—Buzzfeed

“I had been impressed—up until the uncontrollable tears—with Minor’s style. He is so fearless and so 
natural. He takes his time telling stories. He doesn’t follow any convention I know. But when he tore 
out my heart, I thought, Everyone has got to read this.”

—VICE

“Kyle Minor’s second story collection is packed full of interwoven fictions about characters facing 
disillusionment in their lives. . . . Praying Drunk suggests that it’s his characters’ capacity for 
compassion—rather than any dogmatic beliefs—that offers their best chance for salvation.”

—Time Out New York

“Minor’s book is one of the most thought-provoking, intelligently designed story collections I’ve seen 
in some time, and the discussions he starts—about life, about art, about the boundaries and limitations 
of genre—are ones scholars and writers alike will be discussing for quite some time, and with good 
reason. Equally impressively, the narratives are engaging and the sentences strikingly arranged.”

—Barnes & Noble Reviews

“Kyle Minor’s new collection, Praying Drunk, has already made its claim for being one of the year’s 
best books. The stories contained within it recount wrenching stories of families in turmoil, faith  
challenged, and nations in upheaval. Structurally inventive and equally adept at realism and the 
surreal, Minor’s new book is a stunning work of literature.”

—Vol. 1 Brooklyn

“[Minor] aims his flashlight in the dark places we make extraordinary efforts to avoid.”
—Bookslut

“Whether it is a simultaneously spiritual and anti-spiritual sermon, a tender and macabre drama, or 
an eerie and empathic book-long prayer, Praying Drunk is an experience that will change us and stay 
with us long after its last word.”

—Fiction Writers Review

“Often the tales are so raw, so deeply unpleasant, that the urge to look away from the book is irresist-
ible... At times, the line between fiction and non-fiction is blurred or even thoroughly erased, with 
‘dear reader’ interjections which work beautifully. The UK’s small presses are publishing some of the 
finest and most unusual writing around and Praying Drunk proves that this is happening in America 
too.”

—The List
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The Kentucky Arts Council, the state arts 
agency, supports Sarabande Books with 
state tax dollars and federal funding from 
the National Endowment for the Arts.

ISBN:  978-1936747634
eISBN: 9781936747719
Price: $15.95 / $9.99
Paperback / eBook

“These are stories in which hope is long for, but seldom materializes or is sustained. Stories are often 
unusually structured — in my favorite, “In a Distant Country,” the primary character’s story is told 
through a series of letters but her own voice is never heard — but they fit together beautifully. Praying 
Drunk is a book that will linger in readers’ minds.”

—Cedar Rapids Gazette

“The greatest strength of Praying Drunk is its emotional core of sincere desperation. Minor’s characters 
are deeply flawed—they are petty, small, and selfish. One is more concerned with himself than with 
his dying grandfather. Another beats his wife and snorts drugs with his 17-year-old son. Minor’s most 
impressive achievement is resolving their repulsive, often grotesque natures with the reader’s sense of 
sympathy. . . . Praying Drunk is nothing if not an intensely affecting book.”

—The Harvard Crimson

“Minor’s writing manages to be modernist, ‘winningly loquacious,’ and magical all at the same time. 
But there are ideas. There are systems. There is heart.”

—Electric Literature

“Praying Drunk is not easily read or casually enjoyed, but it’s a hell of a book.”
—Black Heart Magazine

“These stories have something to tell you, and you’re going to listen to them, dang it. Boys are beaten 
for being small, and family members die too soon or need help with their dentures. Minor’s voice is 
unflinching and urgent, plunking us into scenes of woundedness and beauty.”

—Columbus Alive

“I found it deeply satisfying to argue with Praying Drunk as I read it, because it argues well, and because 
it expanded my idea of what a collection can be and do. ”

—HTMLGiant

“Minor bravely rotates the lens towards himself, closer to his heart. Fiction and autobiography 
commingle; neither wavers in authenticity. Death, grief, and faith, subjects the author has intimately 
experienced, form the core of most stories. Out of his own witness, the writing blooms.”

—Paste Magazine
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